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TV's Judge Mathis Is Now a Spokesperson for
Gary Martin Hays & Associates!

"Judge Mathis' story is one of inspiration and second chances. His values of equal justice
and hope are what we strive to provide our clients with after they have suffered in a

terrible wreck or work incident. It's our honor and privilege to work alongside him to reach
out to the Atlanta community and beyond."

— Attorney Gary Martin Hays

Wrong Way Car Accidents: A Deadly

Problem That’s Getting Worse

Although rare, wrong-way car accidents have increased
significantly over the past decade.

https://www.garymartinhays.com/car-accident-posts/wrong-way-car-accidents-deadly-problem-getting-worse/


When a Child Is Injured in a Car Accident

Children are much more vulnerable to injuries during a wreck
compared to adults. Know what common injuries to look out for
after a crash.

How Much to Ask for in a Personal Injury

Settlement

Remember: a settlement is a compromise, not a win-or-

lose situation.

Pedestrian Accidents in Georgia Are on
the Rise

According to the GHSA, Georgia consistently ranks among the
states with the highest pedestrian fatality rates.

 

Celebrating Our
30th Anniversary!

We can't believe it's been 30 years
since we opened our doors.

Our goal has always been to
provide legal assistance to people
who have been injured through no
fault of their own. To that end, we've
recovered more than a billion
dollars on behalf of injured
Georgians.

Thank you for your trust. We are
determined to justly and
aggressively advocate for you and
your rights against the insurance
companies for years to come.

Here's to 30 more! 
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